Early diagnosis and effective treatment to reduce mortality is the basis of pulmonary embolism. However, the diagnosis can be easily overlooked due to nonspecific clinical presentation. We present 9 cases of pulmonary embolism manifested by a symptom suggestive of an irritating cough due to viral upper respiratory tract infection (patients with no risk factors for PE). Pulmonary embolism should be considered in cases of irritating cough that does not respond to inhaler treatment, ddimer positive and normal chest X-ray.
Introduction
Cough is often appeared by an upper respiratory viral infection and readily responds to bronchodilator therapy and anti-inflammatory. The differential diagnosis for unresponsive cough includes many other pulmonary disorders, or poorly controlled asthma [1] . The underlying etiology of cough is important in determining the diagnosis and treatment [3, 4] . Physicians should maintain a high level of suspicion of PE even when complaints and signs are nonspecific [5] . Pulmonary embolism (PE) may overlook diagnosis because clinical symptoms and signs are nonspecific (6) . (see Table 1 , Figs. 1-9) 
Case series
We present 9 case of pulmonary embolism with cough as the sole presenting symptom. Cough of the cases continued between 1 month and 12 months. None of them had leg swelling and pain on calf palpation. They refused dyspnea, chest pain, or palpitations. Their signs and physical examination results were normal.
Their blood test results were within normal limits. Chest x-rays were normal. There are no cases previous report in the literature of troublesome cough as the sole presenting symptom of a verified pulmonary embolism. Because d-dimer is positive and the inhaler does not respond to treatment, the patient was sent for a contrast-enhanced chest tomography. These indicated left and right lower lobar pulmonary emboli ( Figure) . The patient was started on heparin and transitioned to riveroxaban. The patient reported that cough of their subsided 7-15 days after anticoagulation was started during follow-up.
Discussion
Pulmonary embolism among the uncommon causes of cough as the sole presenting symptom is the important clinical problem. If a patient has shortness of breath, high heart rate, or chest pain, this may be a PE. However, the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism is difficult because it has different presenting symptoms. Cough is the major or presenting symptom in nonpulmonary disorders and many uncommon pulmonary [2] . A strong doubt index is important to consider and diagnose the uncommon causes of cough [2] . The diagnosis of acute PE is among the most challenging problems encountered in clinical practice [6] . Present cases demonstrate that pulmonary embolism can only present as troublesome cough, which is currently not a noticeable symptom of this entity. Pulmonary embolism should be considered in the differential diagnosis of troublesome cough cases with normal chest X-ray and not responding to inhaled steroid and β2 agonist treatment. The mechanism Fig. 1 . 71-year-old woman with cirrhosis. CT pulmonary angiography shows pulmonary emboli with abrupt caliber change in bilateral lower lobe artery (arrows). 
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of cough due to pulmonary embolism is not well known. It is likely that stimulation of pressure receptors in pulmonary vessels or right atrial or C-fibers in the pulmonary vessels will produce cough beyond causing dyspnea, which is associated with pulmonary embolism [7] . Pulmonary embolism should be considered in cases of irritating cough that does not respond to inhaler treatment, d-dimer positive and normal chest X-ray. Thus, early diagnosis of the pulmonary embolism is very important, and may prevent mortality via effective treatment. 
